You’ve got
the knowledge
to win.
helps
you find it.

According to the International Data Corporation, 76% of executives say their company’s information is its biggest
asset, yet 60% also say an inability to quickly find specific business information is a major barrier to winning more
sales proposals.
It’s no wonder that organizations collectively waste more than $5B annually searching for internal information while
responding to RFPs.

No one likes responding to RFPs, but someone has to do it. Too often, the
task falls on your top employees who know your business best. However,
these valuable people have limited availability and are hard to recruit.

Spend less time,
win more proposals
with the power of AI

Easy integration
into your current
data repository

reDock uses artificial intelligence (AI) and machine learning:
to automate content and data search tasks, allowing users to
quickly find the right internal information to assemble and win
more proposals, get more projects, grow their business and earn
more revenue.
reDock is a search engine for your corporate knowledge that learns
as you use it, to help your organization:

Easily integrate with popular
software like Office 365 for
seamless implementation into
existing workflows
No-code integrations
minimize IT involvement
Search content quickly
without having to manually
upload documents
Stay secure by controlling
which documents are pushed
to reDock, while ensuring
strict access control with our
connector services

Win more bids while
saving time and money

Scale team effectiveness
through AI and machine
learning

Retain & access accrued
corporate knowledge

Find the right
information,
right now
Eliminate knowledge bottlenecks and SME-chasing through easy
access to your entire corporate knowledge history

and many more...

Cut through years of network drive clutter to find crucial nuggets
of information that will put your bid over the top

Visit our website at www.redock.com to request your free trial.
info@redock.com

Connect in one click to
your existing document
repositories
reDock.com

Let AI, not your teams,
do the heavy lifting
Sales and proposal teams are happier and
more productive when not spending evenings
and weekends manually searching mountains
of documents for key content
Make faster bid/no bid decisions, reduce
hours per bid, and get optimal results with
minimal training

Screenshot of reDock searching corporate documents.

Explore content quickly
& intuitively
reDock’s powerful AI capabilities mean no
more manually tagging documents
Automated duplicate and similarity detection
ensures you see only the most relevant
content
Query your content using natural language –
no Boolean or search expertise required
Easily copy-and-paste all types of company
content right into your document
Quickly explore related segments through reDock’s context view.

Visit our website at www.redock.com to request your free trial.

info@redock.com

reDock.com

